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Summary 

VMware’s Horizon View technology is a critical part of delivering on the promise of the cloud: it creates a 
scalable end-user provisioning process and delivers all the applications end users need for their jobs at a far 
lower cost than a traditional desktop. Horizon View 5.2, the latest version released in Feb 2013, takes that 
promise even further. With streamlined back-end management, improved floating pool features, and an even 
lower overall infrastructure consumption footprint, Horizon View 5.2 promises to reduce IT overhead, ensure 
that end users can access their desktops from any device, and provide greater business agility. 

The Journey 

With all that going for it, VMware wanted to ensure that the simple process of upgrading from Horizon View 
5.1 to Horizon View 5.2 was just that – simple. So, it put its own IT organization through exactly what the 
customer will go through, and asked them to take careful notes.  

 

“Horizon View 5.2 further streamlines the IT administration process and makes it possible to support more 
users with the same headcount,” said Ramesh Subramaniam, senior manager, client engineering. “Users are 
asking us for new things daily, and we can fulfill their requests more quickly than ever before.” 

 

The Horizon View team participated in VMware’s Customer One program, an overall corporate initiative 
encompassing Customer Advocacy, Global Services and Support, R&D, and IT, to improve the customer 
experience for product upgrades and to create metrics and best practices to guide them.  

 

The Horizon View team rolled out Horizon View 5.2 to Palo Alto and Cork, Ireland in March and April of this 
year, adding Bangalore, India in July. Two FTEs were able to perform the upgrade within about 12 hours. 
Overall the team has worked on the upgrade process for a few months, including 3 people dedicated to front-
end management. 

 

“These people have created a process for template management to guide customers in preparing end-user 
desktops with the applications they need,” noted Subramaniam.  

 

Horizon View 5.2 offers improved stability with persona features, allowing IT to deploy all new pools as 
floating pools.  Floating pools are resource-friendly compared to dedicated pools as a virtual machine 
becomes freed up once the user logs off and it becomes available for another user.  Hence, each user gets a 
fresh, clean virtual machine every time they log on.  A floating pool will create enough virtual machines for 
concurrent sessions, which keeps resource usage low.  Floating pools also offer higher availability because a 
user is not tied to a particular virtual machine and can get any virtual machine that shows an “available” status 
in the pool. Administrators can recompose virtual machines without impacting the user. Floating pools greatly 
reduce OPEX and CAPEX.  

 

The IT organization will perform application development on virtual desktops using Horizon View. “The IT apps 
development team wanted to use Horizon View to develop apps instead of PCs,” said Subramaniam. “So we 
worked with them to gather their requirements and assemble all they need on one template and provisioned 
a floating pool. Once we did that, it scales with no further IT intervention, so 150 people are productive 
immediately.” 
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The upgrade process has been refined through automated service notifications to end users, noted 
Subramaniam. With Horizon View 5.2, downtimes are only about 5 to 10 minutes and performed at off-peak 
hours. Still, if a user can’t handle that brief outage, IT can provision an alternate environment that runs the 
user’s desktop during the downtime completely transparently.  

 

The Horizon View team provided a detailed product upgrade plan that documents Requests for Change (RFCs) 
according to VMware’s IT governance policies for infrastructure changes.   

 

Another benefit for IT and end users alike: self-provisioning. “We are able to designate one or two ‘power 
users,’ for each pool and empower them to make changes to their tools without using IT,” said Subramaniam. 
Users can change aspects of their application configuration, providing greater business agility, he said.  

 

“Compared to a typical IT response time of 72 - 96 hours, with self-provisioning users can make the necessary 
changes immediately and the Horizon View team will deploy within 24 hours.  IT can be assured that policies 
for security, compliance, and so on are still met,” Subramaniam said.  

 

The End Result 

VMware needed to get Horizon View 5.2 into production in order to have real-world use cases for general 
availability, and also to support the rollout of the Horizon suite of applications.  As a bonus, “We are headed 
towards more end user self-service,” said Subramaniam. “This increases business agility, reduces costs, and 
requires a lot less intervention from IT.” 


